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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like green curtains!

Monday- White as snow

I Will Park My Car on Your FACE.
by Kay McMahon ~ Daily Bull

As if it wasn’t already bad enough to locate any kind of tangible parking
in Houghton MI, the snowy weather assists you in making our own parking
spaces; giving MTU just one more thing to fine us for.
Recently I was in the labs doing some online quiz that only took around
ten minutes. I buzzed through it and went out to my car to race to my
broomball game, when lo and behold -- a twenty five dollar parking ticket
sat spitefully on my windshield.
Dually noted. Campus police sat across the road. In my rear view mirror I
looked and thought of all the possible things I could do or say to get out
of this ticket. I thought of all the ways I could tell the cop that the side of
the road wasn’t a park space either and that I had a timed quiz and was in
a hurry. In my hurried stupor I decided I just needed to go play broomball
and think on this vicious topic another time.
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Until now, I forgot about the ticket. As I am sitting in the lab listening to the
commuters bitch about commuter parking I am beginning to feel the rage
come over me. Do you know what twenty five dollars means to a college
student? That’s twenty five sandwiches at Happy Donalds! That’s the fee
to play broomball, or watch two shows at the Rosza center. That’s two
MTU hookers on a Friday night, and around eight movies in Fisher. And,
hey, what do they do with all those twenty five dollar tickets? They should
add them up and make us another parking lot to park our cars in. [Editor’s
note: OR INVEST IN HOVER TRAMS FROM HANCOCK TO CAMPUS, JUST A
SUGGESTION THOUGH.]
As I think back to that day, when looking back at the man who allotted me
a twenty five dollar fine
for a ten minute park
job... considering all
the illegal thoughts running through my head
then, I wish I would
have said it: “Maybe
women would be better at parking cars and
not hitting things if they
weren’t constantly being lied to about what
eight inches is.”
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